Below are the updates for activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of January 27, 2014……………..

*Gaut Pad – Drilling horizontally on well 1 of 3. Gaut #4G...called TD @ 17,658’. Currently preparing to cut CSG, moving forward will walk the rig to “F” well.

*Mamont South 1 Pad – Horizontal drilling is complete. Prepping to frac, with an anticipated start date of 2/10/14.

*Shaw Pad – Drilled to vertical TD. Waiting on horizontal rig.

*Mamont South 1 Pad Pipeline – Construction was awarded to West Penn Energy last week. A pre-construction meeting is set for December 6th. Construction will begin the week of December 9th.

*Mamont Compressor Site – about one week away from having the compressor building closed in as long as weather permits. The overhead doors have been ordered and shipping has been set up for next week. We cannot completely finish the building roofing until all safety shut downs have been installed by the electrical crew.

All of the insulation has been completed except for a few areas that have been temporarily insulated due to areas that construction of the building needs finished.

The substation should be completed by the end of February as long as weather permits. At this time they are working on the grounding and setting of tee posts and running of wiring, all concrete slabs have been completed.